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Confessions of a ShopaholicConfessions of a ShopaholicConfessions of a ShopaholicConfessions of a Shopaholic by Sophie Kinsella by Sophie Kinsella by Sophie Kinsella by Sophie Kinsella    
Becky BloomwoodBecky BloomwoodBecky BloomwoodBecky Bloomwood, financial journalist ,, financial journalist ,, financial journalist ,, financial journalist ,has a fabulous flat in London's has a fabulous flat in London's has a fabulous flat in London's has a fabulous flat in London's 

trendiest neighborhood, a troupe of glamorous socialite friends, and a closet trendiest neighborhood, a troupe of glamorous socialite friends, and a closet trendiest neighborhood, a troupe of glamorous socialite friends, and a closet trendiest neighborhood, a troupe of glamorous socialite friends, and a closet 

brimmbrimmbrimmbrimming with the season's musting with the season's musting with the season's musting with the season's must----haves. The only trouble is that she can't haves. The only trouble is that she can't haves. The only trouble is that she can't haves. The only trouble is that she can't 

actually afford it.actually afford it.actually afford it.actually afford it.        She tries cutting back; she even tries making more money. She tries cutting back; she even tries making more money. She tries cutting back; she even tries making more money. She tries cutting back; she even tries making more money. 

But none of her efforts succeeds. When a story arises that Becky actually But none of her efforts succeeds. When a story arises that Becky actually But none of her efforts succeeds. When a story arises that Becky actually But none of her efforts succeeds. When a story arises that Becky actually 

cares about, her frontcares about, her frontcares about, her frontcares about, her front----page articlpage articlpage articlpage article catalyzes a chain of events that will e catalyzes a chain of events that will e catalyzes a chain of events that will e catalyzes a chain of events that will 

transform her lifetransform her lifetransform her lifetransform her life…………foreverforeverforeverforever. Follow Becky on her continuing adventures Follow Becky on her continuing adventures Follow Becky on her continuing adventures Follow Becky on her continuing adventures 

through life, love and shopping in through life, love and shopping in through life, love and shopping in through life, love and shopping in Shopaholic Takes ManhattanShopaholic Takes ManhattanShopaholic Takes ManhattanShopaholic Takes Manhattan, , , ,     Shopaholic Shopaholic Shopaholic Shopaholic 

Ties the KnotTies the KnotTies the KnotTies the Knot, , , , Shopaholic and SisterShopaholic and SisterShopaholic and SisterShopaholic and Sister and  and  and  and Shopaholic and BabyShopaholic and BabyShopaholic and BabyShopaholic and Baby....    

    

    

The OtThe OtThe OtThe Other Side of the Storyher Side of the Storyher Side of the Storyher Side of the Story by Marian Keyes by Marian Keyes by Marian Keyes by Marian Keyes    
There are three sides to every story… There are three sides to every story… There are three sides to every story… There are three sides to every story… Jojo Harvey is a dead ringer for Jessica Jojo Harvey is a dead ringer for Jessica Jojo Harvey is a dead ringer for Jessica Jojo Harvey is a dead ringer for Jessica 

Rabbit and the most feRabbit and the most feRabbit and the most feRabbit and the most ferocious literary agent in town.rocious literary agent in town.rocious literary agent in town.rocious literary agent in town.    Lily Wright, author of Lily Wright, author of Lily Wright, author of Lily Wright, author of 

a recent bestseller, a recent bestseller, a recent bestseller, a recent bestseller, isisisis waiting for the sky to fall after stea waiting for the sky to fall after stea waiting for the sky to fall after stea waiting for the sky to fall after stealing herling herling herling her best friend's  best friend's  best friend's  best friend's 

man and man and man and man and Gemma Hogan is an event designer extraordinaire, but Gemma Hogan is an event designer extraordinaire, but Gemma Hogan is an event designer extraordinaire, but Gemma Hogan is an event designer extraordinaire, but just lostjust lostjust lostjust lost the  the  the  the 

love of her life and her best friendlove of her life and her best friendlove of her life and her best friendlove of her life and her best friend (Lily) (Lily) (Lily) (Lily). Wh. Wh. Wh. While taking care of her mother, ile taking care of her mother, ile taking care of her mother, ile taking care of her mother, 

GemmaGemmaGemmaGemma e e e e----mails a close colleague about her frustrations, who in turn mails a close colleague about her frustrations, who in turn mails a close colleague about her frustrations, who in turn mails a close colleague about her frustrations, who in turn 

forwards theforwards theforwards theforwards the hilarious e hilarious e hilarious e hilarious e----mails to a famous literary agent named Jojo Harvey, mails to a famous literary agent named Jojo Harvey, mails to a famous literary agent named Jojo Harvey, mails to a famous literary agent named Jojo Harvey, 

who just happens to represent her former friend, now enemy, Lily Wright.who just happens to represent her former friend, now enemy, Lily Wright.who just happens to represent her former friend, now enemy, Lily Wright.who just happens to represent her former friend, now enemy, Lily Wright. . .  

 

.  

Me Vs. MeMe Vs. MeMe Vs. MeMe Vs. Me by Sara Mylnowski by Sara Mylnowski by Sara Mylnowski by Sara Mylnowski 
Gabby Wolf has pretty much, almost definitely Gabby Wolf has pretty much, almost definitely Gabby Wolf has pretty much, almost definitely Gabby Wolf has pretty much, almost definitely come come come come (this close!) to a decision: (this close!) to a decision: (this close!) to a decision: (this close!) to a decision: 

She's trading in Phoenix (nice but uneventful life with boyfriend) for She's trading in Phoenix (nice but uneventful life with boyfriend) for She's trading in Phoenix (nice but uneventful life with boyfriend) for She's trading in Phoenix (nice but uneventful life with boyfriend) for 

Manhattan (dream job as producer for highly successful news showManhattan (dream job as producer for highly successful news showManhattan (dream job as producer for highly successful news showManhattan (dream job as producer for highly successful news show.).).).) Then Cam  Then Cam  Then Cam  Then Cam 

swoops in and gives her a sparkling engagement ring, making her decision swoops in and gives her a sparkling engagement ring, making her decision swoops in and gives her a sparkling engagement ring, making her decision swoops in and gives her a sparkling engagement ring, making her decision 

even more impossible. She wishes sheeven more impossible. She wishes sheeven more impossible. She wishes sheeven more impossible. She wishes she didn't have to decide, that she could  didn't have to decide, that she could  didn't have to decide, that she could  didn't have to decide, that she could 

have it all. She never ehave it all. She never ehave it all. She never ehave it all. She never expects her wish to come true. xpects her wish to come true. xpects her wish to come true. xpects her wish to come true. SuddenlySuddenlySuddenlySuddenly,,,, Gabby's living  Gabby's living  Gabby's living  Gabby's living 

two lives. Whenever she falls asleep in one, she wakes up in the other. She's two lives. Whenever she falls asleep in one, she wakes up in the other. She's two lives. Whenever she falls asleep in one, she wakes up in the other. She's two lives. Whenever she falls asleep in one, she wakes up in the other. She's 

got the best of both worlds got the best of both worlds got the best of both worlds got the best of both worlds -------- what more could a girl ask fo what more could a girl ask fo what more could a girl ask fo what more could a girl ask for? Right?r? Right?r? Right?r? Right?    

    
 



    

Bookends Bookends Bookends Bookends by Jane Greenby Jane Greenby Jane Greenby Jane Green    
Catherine Warner and Simon Nelson are best friends: total opposites, always Catherine Warner and Simon Nelson are best friends: total opposites, always Catherine Warner and Simon Nelson are best friends: total opposites, always Catherine Warner and Simon Nelson are best friends: total opposites, always 

together, and both unlucky in love. Cath together, and both unlucky in love. Cath together, and both unlucky in love. Cath together, and both unlucky in love. Cath is scatterbrained, messy, and is scatterbrained, messy, and is scatterbrained, messy, and is scatterbrained, messy, and 

emotionally closed off.emotionally closed off.emotionally closed off.emotionally closed off.    Si is impossibly tidy, bitchy, and desperate forSi is impossibly tidy, bitchy, and desperate forSi is impossibly tidy, bitchy, and desperate forSi is impossibly tidy, bitchy, and desperate for a man of  a man of  a man of  a man of 

his own. They live in London's West Hampstead along with their lifelong his own. They live in London's West Hampstead along with their lifelong his own. They live in London's West Hampstead along with their lifelong his own. They live in London's West Hampstead along with their lifelong 

friends Josh and Lucy, who are happily mafriends Josh and Lucy, who are happily mafriends Josh and Lucy, who are happily mafriends Josh and Lucy, who are happily married with a devilrried with a devilrried with a devilrried with a devil----spawn child.spawn child.spawn child.spawn child.        All's All's All's All's 

well (sort of) until the sudden arrival of a college friend well (sort of) until the sudden arrival of a college friend well (sort of) until the sudden arrival of a college friend well (sort of) until the sudden arrival of a college friend ---- the stunningly  the stunningly  the stunningly  the stunningly 

beautiful Portia,beautiful Portia,beautiful Portia,beautiful Portia,., Her reappearance soon unleashes a rollicking series of ., Her reappearance soon unleashes a rollicking series of ., Her reappearance soon unleashes a rollicking series of ., Her reappearance soon unleashes a rollicking series of 

events that tests the foursome's friendships to the limitevents that tests the foursome's friendships to the limitevents that tests the foursome's friendships to the limitevents that tests the foursome's friendships to the limit.... 
 
 

32AA32AA32AA32AA by Michelle Cunnah by Michelle Cunnah by Michelle Cunnah by Michelle Cunnah 

A party, a promotion, and at the very least, a proposal. On her thirtieth A party, a promotion, and at the very least, a proposal. On her thirtieth A party, a promotion, and at the very least, a proposal. On her thirtieth A party, a promotion, and at the very least, a proposal. On her thirtieth 

birthday, Emma Taylor isn’t asking forbirthday, Emma Taylor isn’t asking forbirthday, Emma Taylor isn’t asking forbirthday, Emma Taylor isn’t asking for much. Instead, sh much. Instead, sh much. Instead, sh much. Instead, she gets passed over in e gets passed over in e gets passed over in e gets passed over in 

every wayevery wayevery wayevery way. Now, kicked out of her boyfriend’s apartment and stuck working . Now, kicked out of her boyfriend’s apartment and stuck working . Now, kicked out of her boyfriend’s apartment and stuck working . Now, kicked out of her boyfriend’s apartment and stuck working 

for the weenie who beat her out for the job, Emma is miserable, homeless, and for the weenie who beat her out for the job, Emma is miserable, homeless, and for the weenie who beat her out for the job, Emma is miserable, homeless, and for the weenie who beat her out for the job, Emma is miserable, homeless, and 

sleeping in the back of her car. Emma may not have much filling sleeping in the back of her car. Emma may not have much filling sleeping in the back of her car. Emma may not have much filling sleeping in the back of her car. Emma may not have much filling up her bikini up her bikini up her bikini up her bikini 

top, but she does have the determination to get back on her feet, so she moves top, but she does have the determination to get back on her feet, so she moves top, but she does have the determination to get back on her feet, so she moves top, but she does have the determination to get back on her feet, so she moves 

in with sexy Jack (strictly in a landlord/tenant capacity), sticks out her chin in with sexy Jack (strictly in a landlord/tenant capacity), sticks out her chin in with sexy Jack (strictly in a landlord/tenant capacity), sticks out her chin in with sexy Jack (strictly in a landlord/tenant capacity), sticks out her chin 

(and her chest) and gets tough at work. Maybe flat girls can have some fun …(and her chest) and gets tough at work. Maybe flat girls can have some fun …(and her chest) and gets tough at work. Maybe flat girls can have some fun …(and her chest) and gets tough at work. Maybe flat girls can have some fun …    
 
 
 

BoBoBoBoy Meets Girly Meets Girly Meets Girly Meets Girl by Meg Cabot by Meg Cabot by Meg Cabot by Meg Cabot    
Kate Mackenzie, human resources representative at a big New York photoKate Mackenzie, human resources representative at a big New York photoKate Mackenzie, human resources representative at a big New York photoKate Mackenzie, human resources representative at a big New York photo----

newspaper, has hit rock bottom. Her boyfriend of ten years has announced newspaper, has hit rock bottom. Her boyfriend of ten years has announced newspaper, has hit rock bottom. Her boyfriend of ten years has announced newspaper, has hit rock bottom. Her boyfriend of ten years has announced 

he cannot commit; she can't find an affordahe cannot commit; she can't find an affordahe cannot commit; she can't find an affordahe cannot commit; she can't find an affordable studio on her measly salaryble studio on her measly salaryble studio on her measly salaryble studio on her measly salary    

and her loaand her loaand her loaand her loathsome boss has asked her to fire Ida Lopez, the creator of the thsome boss has asked her to fire Ida Lopez, the creator of the thsome boss has asked her to fire Ida Lopez, the creator of the thsome boss has asked her to fire Ida Lopez, the creator of the 

best chocolate chip cookie on the planetbest chocolate chip cookie on the planetbest chocolate chip cookie on the planetbest chocolate chip cookie on the planet. . . .  When Ida sues the paper, Kate is  When Ida sues the paper, Kate is  When Ida sues the paper, Kate is  When Ida sues the paper, Kate is 

forced to give a deposition in front of Ida's lawyer, Mitch Herzog, who just forced to give a deposition in front of Ida's lawyer, Mitch Herzog, who just forced to give a deposition in front of Ida's lawyer, Mitch Herzog, who just forced to give a deposition in front of Ida's lawyer, Mitch Herzog, who just 

happens to be the brother of the man hehappens to be the brother of the man hehappens to be the brother of the man hehappens to be the brother of the man her tyrannical boss is about to marry. r tyrannical boss is about to marry. r tyrannical boss is about to marry. r tyrannical boss is about to marry. 

But if Mitch is against her, why does he keep asking her out? But if Mitch is against her, why does he keep asking her out? But if Mitch is against her, why does he keep asking her out? But if Mitch is against her, why does he keep asking her out?  
 

 

 

 

 



 

Good in BedGood in BedGood in BedGood in Bed by Jennifer Weiner by Jennifer Weiner by Jennifer Weiner by Jennifer Weiner    
CaCaCaCannie Shapiro never wanted to be famous. The smart, sharp, plusnnie Shapiro never wanted to be famous. The smart, sharp, plusnnie Shapiro never wanted to be famous. The smart, sharp, plusnnie Shapiro never wanted to be famous. The smart, sharp, plus----sized pop sized pop sized pop sized pop 

culture reporter was perfectly content writculture reporter was perfectly content writculture reporter was perfectly content writculture reporter was perfectly content writing about other people's lives on ing about other people's lives on ing about other people's lives on ing about other people's lives on 

the pages of the the pages of the the pages of the the pages of the Philadelphia Examiner.Philadelphia Examiner.Philadelphia Examiner.Philadelphia Examiner. But the day she opens up a national  But the day she opens up a national  But the day she opens up a national  But the day she opens up a national 

women's magazine to find out that her exwomen's magazine to find out that her exwomen's magazine to find out that her exwomen's magazine to find out that her ex----boyfriend has been chronicling their boyfriend has been chronicling their boyfriend has been chronicling their boyfriend has been chronicling their 

exexexex----sex life is the day her life changes forever. sex life is the day her life changes forever. sex life is the day her life changes forever. sex life is the day her life changes forever. Loving a larger womLoving a larger womLoving a larger womLoving a larger woman is an act an is an act an is an act an is an act 

of courage in our world,of courage in our world,of courage in our world,of courage in our world, Bruce has written. And Cannie  Bruce has written. And Cannie  Bruce has written. And Cannie  Bruce has written. And Cannie ———— who never knew  who never knew  who never knew  who never knew 

that Bruce saw her as a "larger woman," or thought that loving her was an act that Bruce saw her as a "larger woman," or thought that loving her was an act that Bruce saw her as a "larger woman," or thought that loving her was an act that Bruce saw her as a "larger woman," or thought that loving her was an act 

of courage of courage of courage of courage ———— is plunged into misery, and into the most amazing year of her  is plunged into misery, and into the most amazing year of her  is plunged into misery, and into the most amazing year of her  is plunged into misery, and into the most amazing year of her 

life.life.life.life.    

    

English asEnglish asEnglish asEnglish as a Second Language a Second Language a Second Language a Second Language by Megan Crane by Megan Crane by Megan Crane by Megan Crane    
Alexandra Alexandra Alexandra Alexandra is fed up with her dead end New York City jobis fed up with her dead end New York City jobis fed up with her dead end New York City jobis fed up with her dead end New York City job--------and even more fed and even more fed and even more fed and even more fed 

up with her smug exup with her smug exup with her smug exup with her smug ex----boyfriend. So when he crosses the line by telling her that boyfriend. So when he crosses the line by telling her that boyfriend. So when he crosses the line by telling her that boyfriend. So when he crosses the line by telling her that 

sheshesheshe’’’’ll never get into graduate school in the United Kingdom, thatll never get into graduate school in the United Kingdom, thatll never get into graduate school in the United Kingdom, thatll never get into graduate school in the United Kingdom, that’’’’s s s s precisely precisely precisely precisely 

what she does. Armed with imported cigarettes and extrawhat she does. Armed with imported cigarettes and extrawhat she does. Armed with imported cigarettes and extrawhat she does. Armed with imported cigarettes and extra----strength coffee, Alex strength coffee, Alex strength coffee, Alex strength coffee, Alex 

crosses the Atlantic to face all that Great Britaincrosses the Atlantic to face all that Great Britaincrosses the Atlantic to face all that Great Britaincrosses the Atlantic to face all that Great Britain and grad school have to offer. and grad school have to offer. and grad school have to offer. and grad school have to offer.    

This includes This includes This includes This includes illillillill----considered romantic interludes, a redconsidered romantic interludes, a redconsidered romantic interludes, a redconsidered romantic interludes, a red----headed nemesis with headed nemesis with headed nemesis with headed nemesis with 

intellectintellectintellectintellectual pretensions and ulterior motives, and more books than she can ual pretensions and ulterior motives, and more books than she can ual pretensions and ulterior motives, and more books than she can ual pretensions and ulterior motives, and more books than she can 

possibly read in a year. What she discovers, however, is that instead of running possibly read in a year. What she discovers, however, is that instead of running possibly read in a year. What she discovers, however, is that instead of running possibly read in a year. What she discovers, however, is that instead of running 

away from home, she may have actually found it.away from home, she may have actually found it.away from home, she may have actually found it.away from home, she may have actually found it.    

 
 

Bet meBet meBet meBet me by Jennifer Crusie by Jennifer Crusie by Jennifer Crusie by Jennifer Crusie    
Min Dobbs knows that happilyMin Dobbs knows that happilyMin Dobbs knows that happilyMin Dobbs knows that happily----eveeveeveeverrrr----after is a fairy tale, especially with a man after is a fairy tale, especially with a man after is a fairy tale, especially with a man after is a fairy tale, especially with a man 

who asked her to dinner to win a bet. Cal Morrisey knows commitment is who asked her to dinner to win a bet. Cal Morrisey knows commitment is who asked her to dinner to win a bet. Cal Morrisey knows commitment is who asked her to dinner to win a bet. Cal Morrisey knows commitment is 

impossible, especially with a woman as cranky as Min Dobbs. When they say impossible, especially with a woman as cranky as Min Dobbs. When they say impossible, especially with a woman as cranky as Min Dobbs. When they say impossible, especially with a woman as cranky as Min Dobbs. When they say 

goodgoodgoodgood----bye at the end of their evening, they cut their losses and bye at the end of their evening, they cut their losses and bye at the end of their evening, they cut their losses and bye at the end of their evening, they cut their losses and agree never to agree never to agree never to agree never to 

see each other again. But Fate has other plans, and it's not long before Min see each other again. But Fate has other plans, and it's not long before Min see each other again. But Fate has other plans, and it's not long before Min see each other again. But Fate has other plans, and it's not long before Min 

and Cal are dealing with a jealous exand Cal are dealing with a jealous exand Cal are dealing with a jealous exand Cal are dealing with a jealous ex----boyfriend, Krispy Kremes, a determined boyfriend, Krispy Kremes, a determined boyfriend, Krispy Kremes, a determined boyfriend, Krispy Kremes, a determined 

psychologist, chaos theory, a mutant cat, psychologist, chaos theory, a mutant cat, psychologist, chaos theory, a mutant cat, psychologist, chaos theory, a mutant cat, cccchicken hicken hicken hicken mmmmarsala, and more risky arsala, and more risky arsala, and more risky arsala, and more risky 

propositions propositions propositions propositions than either of them ever dreamed of including the biggest than either of them ever dreamed of including the biggest than either of them ever dreamed of including the biggest than either of them ever dreamed of including the biggest 

gamble of all gamble of all gamble of all gamble of all ---- real love.  real love.  real love.  real love.     
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